**Accelerate your transition**

Acquire new HPE 3PAR storage today, migrate to new HPE Primera storage later

Every organization has workloads essential to its business. HPE Primera redefines the meaning of storage for mission-critical applications and, raises the bar on resiliency and performance without sacrificing agility. You can modernize or expand your datacenter or Hybrid Cloud now with new HPE 3PAR storage and be sure of a smooth transition to HPE Primera when you are ready. You’ll have access to the technology you need today and an easy pathway forward to upgrade with predictable, affordable monthly payments. Don’t delay your IT plans.

**Limited time offer**

- Acquire an HPE 3PAR storage system today with Proactive Care or higher support services for a fixed monthly payment for 36 months
- You have an option to upgrade to a new HPE Primera storage system of equal specification after month 24
- Make no monthly payments on the new HPE Primera storage system for 90 days while you migrate
- Afterwards, make comparable monthly payments for the HPE Primera storage system with similar support services and migration services included over a new 60 month term¹
- A minimum qualifying transaction size may apply. This offer cannot be combined with other promotional offers
- Qualifying configurations may apply

---

*HPE Financial Services* can help customers find new ways to plan for, acquire, consume and adapt the technology systems needed for business transformation.
Eligible equipment

- HPE 3PAR storage system
- HPE 3PAR 8000 base system
- HPE 3PAR 9000 base system
- HPE 3PAR 20000 base system

End-to-end solution

Additional HPE and non-HPE hardware and non-hardware items (e.g., software, software appliances, services, and installation) may be bundled at standard rate terms; subject to credit approval.

Future proof your investment

- Acquire the HPE 3PAR array you need today with a clear path to upgrade to HPE Primera storage after 24 months
- Accelerate your plans without wasting financial resources
- Maintain predictable payments throughout the transition

Learn more at hpe.com/hpefinancialservices

1Monthly payments for the HPE Primera storage solution could differ, but are estimated to be within 5% of the monthly payments for the similar HPE 3PAR storage solution
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